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The Frame Football Association
Who are we?
The Frame Football Association are a volunteer group of football coaches and parents
who have come together to form an Association with the goal of providing football
tournaments, festivals and games for players who use walker style frames.
We want Pan Disability clubs all across the country to start increasing participation for
frame users and promote games and form real teams that are able to compete in our
organised events all across the UK.
We hope to engage with all Frame Footballers aged between 3 and 18 and get them
involved with local clubs.
We encourage all our teams to register with the local county or country Football
Association and play within the true spirit of the game.
We have a set of rules, club and players registration criteria and a set of codes of
conduct for all our players, managers and coaches, and parents and spectators to abide
by.
All the required information is provided within the handbook.

The History of Frame Football
The first ever Frame Football
match was played in May
2014 at Aston Vila Academy
with the cooperation of the
Birmingham Ability Counts
League during the season
2014/2015. The friendly game
featured two 4 a-side teams
from Coundon Court FC, the
world’s first Frame football
club. The game finished 2:1
with Coundon Court FC Red
beating Coundon Court FC
Black. Coundon Court FC
are an FA Charter Standard
Community
Club based in
Coundon, Coventry, England.
After a year of stagnation
for the sport and because
Coundon Court FC only had
the chance to play against
themselves it was decided that something had to be done. So on 13th March 2015
Coundon Court FC announced that the World’s First ever Frame Football Tournament
would be held at their club on the 4th July and anyone and everyone who needed a
frame to walk was invited.
As awareness grew and in a bid to maximise participation
and to register and organise players for the event, Coundon
Court FC effectively formed the Frame Football Association
and its facebook page was launched on 29th June 2015.
The tournament was a huge success with 22 players from all over the UK turning out to
play, including girls from Jersey and Wales and boys from Barnsley, Oldham and Essex.
Players, parents and coaches
alike all agreed we needed to
pursue the creation of further
teams to expand the sport
across the country. It was also
agreed that the Frame Football
Association would lead the way
and oversee the new teams,
coaches
and
competitive
games and keep everyone
together and informed of all
things Frame Football.

With the objective of creating new teams, raising
awareness and competition it was decided The
Frame Football Association would launch the first
ever competitive tournament. This took place on
August 22nd at Coundon Court FC and marked the
very first competitive game against two different
clubs. Basildon Soccability Frame Football team
took on Coundon Court Frame Football team in a
4v4 game. Chadderton Park (Oldham) also sent two
players and with some extra players from Coundon
Court and other teams they made up a third team
for a three team league and cup competition.
With the increase in awareness and traffic on the
facebook page the Association grew, going past
1000 and then 1500 likes. This was helped by an
appearance on BBC Blue Peter organised by one of
the parents where we finally got our game out into
the public domain and watched on TV. The teams
then started to grow as well with dedicated training
sessions at Basildon, Bristol, Coventry, Dunfermline,
Glasgow, Nottingham, and pan disability events or
teams that are prepared to work with our players
at Chadderton Park, CP United, Fair Footy and
Portsmouth.
In a bid to prove the Frame Football Association as a sustainable project and organisation
we had to have long term plans. These were finalised on 9th September 2015 when St.
George’s Park agreed to hold National tournaments on 22nd November 2015, Saturday
April 16th 2016, Sunday June 26th 2016, and Sunday October 9th 2016.
So on November 22nd a National tournament was held at St. George’s Park and we had
30 children take part. The teams came from Basildon and Nottingham (both having two
teams, one each at the young and older age groups) Coundon Court (one older team
and a couple of younger players) Chadderton Park and CP United FC (who together
formed one older team)

The event consisted of an older group of four teams (four players in each) and a
younger group of 12 players (mixed into three teams of four) playing alternated games
across three pitches. Two other very young children came along to watch and ended up
joining in at points but mainly played penalty shots / passing amongst themselves and
their parents.

The national tournament was a massive success with the parents hugely complimentary
of the day and the great family / fun atmosphere.
2016 saw the Frame Football Association launch
its ambitious annual National Tournament plans,
with three scheduled tournaments in Spring,
Summer and Autumn to be held annually each
year at St George’s Park. On April 16th 2016 the
Frame Football Association held its first Spring
tournament and 44 kids turned up from all over
the UK to play. The teams on the day included
an all “Girls” Hucknall Rolls Royce Leisure team
which were the first ever all girl team to compete
anywhere in the world. One Club 22 kids on 4th
July 2015 turns into 44 kids and 5 clubs on 16th April 2016.
The day was a huge success for the teams and players, but especially when we started
to meet coaches from other pan disability teams who had turned up to introduce
themselves and discuss the chance of forming their own teams and or training sessions.
Scarborough Athletic Frame Football Club took the leap and launched its first Frame
Football session in April 2015 and this was closely followed
by launch sessions at Bedford (Flitwick Eagles), Croydon
(Crystal Palace) and Brighton (Albion in the Community)
who will run Frame Football within thier current pan
disability program. To round off the latest club start ups
we have Newcastle (Newcastle United Foundation) who
will begin weekly sessions on Saturday 17th September
and amazingly Brasil Frame Football Club which launched
in July 2016.
The success of the national events, the feedback from
players and the enthusiasm from parents and coaches at
our previous tournaments has pushed the Frame Football
Association to secure another three dates in 2017, all at
St George’s Park and securing the long term strategy of
Spring, Summer and Autumn tournaments each and every
year for all our players and teams.
More interesting Facts and Figures.
On Boxing day 2015 Colin Murray completed
his Belfast mankini run challenge. The run took
place because of his famous tweet: “If Northern
Ireland qualify for Euro 2016 I’ll run thru
Belfast in a green mankini. Without any shame
whatsoever.” After reading about Frame Football
he decided to do the whole thing to raise funds
to help start the Belfast Frame Football Team.
Nottingham based team, Beeston Park Rangers climbed Snowden and raised £1120 for
their own Beeston Park Rangers club in the process. But, after reading about Frame
Football they decided to split it 50%-50% with our own Nottingham based Hucknall
Rolls Royce Leisure Frame football team.

Gemma-Louise Stevenson a disabled student sports journalist based in London was so
impressed with Frame Football that she chose to feature it in a video project as part
of her course work. The video “The Beautiful Frame” which features our Basildon team
went down really well with everyone who saw it. The video is now available to view
online via YouTube.
Why not take a look and judge for yourself?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ii7TXMo6Rg8
The Frame Football Association has now helped to form clubs
in 7 different countries with the latest team start up in Brasilia,
Brasil in July 2016.
The future
The Frame Football Association are in talks with Matt Greenwood who is the Club
Development Manager for The Ontario Soccer Association - www.ontariosoccer.net The
posibility of a Canadian Frame Football Team continues to grow, watch this space.
The FFA are also continuing to talk to many more clubs around the UK including a
possible new start up in Jersey.
The Frame Football Association have been involved with Mark Roberts from the band
the Subteraneans about recording a promotional song / video. We have secured the
song rights to use it as a promotional video and have been working on new lyrics to
compliment Frame Football and a short video.
The initial video has been uploaded to YouTube and is available to see here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2dwuzsQMpg
The Frame Football Association are in talks with BBC Breakfast about a feature to be
shown in October, again watch this space.
The Frame Football Association are in talks with Football Beyond Borders and their
production company about possible video’s and social media short films to raise
awareness. An Initial plan has been drawn up for content and requirements, watch this
space
The Frame Football Association are involved with the Association of Paediatric Chartered
Physiotherapists (APCP) about producing a warm up document / leaflet for clubs and
coaches. The FFA hope that as it is certified by the APCP it can be adopted by everyone
involved and used as best practice. This is scheduled for completion in September 2016.
The Frame Football Association are also in preliminary talks with the Association of
paediatric chartered physiotherapists about a possible presentation at their 2017
conference.
The Frame Football Association would like to thank Birmingham County FA and others
for their continued support in this project.

The Rules of Frame Football - Version 5 (25th November 2015)
Frame Football is a version of football specifically designed for players who require the
use of a walker style frame to aid movement. Frame Football is played using a minimum
number of adaptations to the Football Associations Laws of the Game for association
football.
LAW 1 - The Field of Play
The Basic size of the pitch
and goals are as per FA
Rules for 5 a-side games.
Adaptations:
If the game is to be
played by walking speed
players or the very young
(less than 7 years of age)
then all pitch dimensions
should be halved. If sitting
Goalkeepers are used (A
goalkeeper not in their
frame) then the penalty
area size should once
again be halved, even on
a basic size pitch.
The Surface
The surface of the field must be hard, smooth and level for easy manoeuvrability of the
frame user! Indoor Futsal courts are preferred however 3G surfaces and others can be
used as long as the surface is suitable.
LAW 2 - The Ball
Currently the Frame Football Association recommends a standard size 3 ball for all
games. However further trials with Futsal balls and other sizes will be needed especially
as new specific Football Frames are developed.
LAW 3 - The Players
3v3, 4v4 or 5v5 games are all available formats of Frame Football due to the small
number of participants and their relative abilities.
Competitive games should be played by players adhering to the 4 year age banding as
recommended by the FA. Teams can be formed at any 4 year age banding though to
enable competition between teams.
3v3 and 4v4 games do not have goalkeepers. 5v5 games have goalkeepers who can
either be in frames or sitting, see Law 1, Field of Play. Both goalkeepers should be the
same i.e. both sitting.

Each team can have as many substitute players as it likes and rolling substitutions can
be made at any time as long as agreed and signalled by the referee. Players that are
substituted can be reintroduced as a substitute themselves.
LAW 4 - The Playing Equipment
The Frame
Any walker style frame can be used to play frame football,
however special football frames are currently being
developed by FFA partner Quest 88 and these will be
recommended for competitive matches and training.
Note: The Frame is considered an extension of the player’s
legs and can be used to control the ball.
The Player
The player should wear suitable kit as per Football
Association rules. This includes shin-pads, appropriate
trainers, or boots and a full kit. Players are allowed to wear
tracksuits if required.
LAW 5 - Tackling
Tackling to gain the ball is allowed by both the frame and
legs. However tackling can only take place between two
opposing players. If a second opposing player from either
team becomes involved then a free kick will be awarded to
the opposition.
There is NO ramming of frames, any such attempt to ram
another player is deemed a foul and a free kick is awarded.
LAW 6 - Duration of the Match
The Basic competitive game should be 14 minutes long and consist of two equal 7
minute halves with a 5 minute break. For the less able
and younger players this should be reduced to 10 minutes
with 5 minutes for each half, the break should remain 5
minutes.
Law 7 - Start and Restart
The game starts and is restarted as per the normal rules
of association football. At goal kicks the opposing team
must retreat back behind the half way line, until the ball is
kicked.
Adaptation:
The throw in can be taken using either one or two hands
but must adhere to the FA rules in all other ways.

Law 8 - Goal Area
For sizes see Law 1, field of play. When a Goalkeeper is playing there are two options
they should both either be in their frames or they should both be sitting, kneeling,
lying on the floor. If the Goalkeepers are lying on the floor then the goal area should be
made smaller and no players apart from the goalkeeper are allowed in the area. If the
goalkeepers are in there frames then one attacker and one defender only are allowed
into the area. Any extra defenders and a penalty is awarded. Any extra Attackers and
a free kick is awarded to the defending team.

Further Trials
The Frame Football Association is asking for trial games and feedback on certain rules
and ways of improving the game.
1) We would like feedback on using the futsal style “kick in” restart to replace the throw
in. Initial thoughts are that the children prefer a game as near to the one they see (11
a-side) as possible and most are against this change.
2) We would like clubs and teams to play the game using bounce boards or enclosed
pitches where the ball is continuously in play making the game faster and negating the
need for throw ins and corners. There is currently no feedback.
On the next page you will see a sample risk assessment form which can be used to
assess any tournaments, sessions or games that are being organised.
In all cases the fire and evacuation procedures should be obtained from the venue
being used.

HAZARD
Goals (both permanent and
temporary)

Danger of collapsing

CONTROLS MEASURES IN PLACE
All Goals should be checked by the referee / lead coach before each
match / session.

RISK FACTOR

Medium/high

Portable goals must be anchored to ground, when in use, in
accordance with FA and British Standards Institute advice.
We would advise clubs to follow FA and BSI guidelines when
purchasing goal posts.

Portable Goal posts should be moved / erected by at least two people.
Putting up and taking down of
nets, including the use of
ladders

FURTHER CONTROL MEASURES

A minimum of two adults to put up and take down nets; step ladder, if
used, to be held in place by one person. Children below the age of 16
are not allowed to put up goals / nets.

Weather extremes

Grounds-man, tournament organisers, referee, or the manager can call Low/Medium
the game off in extreme weather conditions. The interests and safety
of the children are paramount, together with consideration for any
officials or spectators.

General state of the pitch

Pitches should be inspected by the Referee / lead coach before any
games / sessions

Medium/high
Continual checks of the pitch / playing area should be
undertaken, pay special attention to any spills of fluids which
should be moped up immediately.

Club officials can consult with the referee if there is any concern
Uneven ground, or presence of
regarding the state of the pitch, and if they consider it to be a potential
holes/divots
danger to the children or officials
Presence of foreign objects

Anyone representing the club is to assist in removing foreign objects
from the pitch, or bringing the matter to the attention of a Manager or
the Referee

Balls

Balls used should be the correct size and pumped to the appropriate
pressure.

Footwear

Referees checks footwear for sharp studs before matches.

Inappropriate footwear for
conditions (danger of
slipping/risk of injury) sharp
studs

Club officials regularly check whether footwear is appropriate

Jewellery

All jewellery has to be removed or taped up before a match. Referee
checks this.

Low

The referee / lead coach checks the pressure and suitability of
balls used throughout the game

Low

Clubs are responsible for making sure their players wear
footwear appropriate for the surface they are playing on, and to
check their studs regularly.

Low

Each player / parent is to be responsible for removing their own
jewellery before matches and training sessions

Conduct of players, officials,
spectators
Dangerous play/physical
violence;
Abusive language

Threatening behaviour

We play to FA rules, including the Respect Agenda. We also have
codes of conduct in place for everyone associated with the game. The
referee can caution or send off players, officials or spectatotors in
Medium
breach of these rules, and report any transgression by spectators. The
club can be fined, have points deducted, or be threatened with removal
from the League if behaviour is deemed to be unacceptable.

All parents, children, and club officials have signed a code of
conduct, and reminded regularly of their responsibilities.

Players should warm up and cool down properly before and after
matches and training sessions.

Basic insurance cover is provided through the County FA and if
not affiliated throug the Frame Football Association as long as
the registration forms have been signed.

There is access to an adequately stocked first aid kit, and a qualified
first aider on site during play

Parents or guardians of players may consider taking out their
own insurance

Inappropriate comment or
action

Physical injuries from normal
play

Medium

Players with injuries or medical complaints should let these be known
to their manager.
Players must wear shin pads

Dehydration/Exhaustion

Drinks are provided by individual players

Medium

Use of changing facilities

The facility is checked by an official prior to its use for any game,
ensuring that both changing rooms are free of any debris or articles
that may constitute a risk. All debris is removed at the end of the
game, and any chairs, tables, equipment, or other items are left in a
Medium
manner whereby they would not constitute a risk to future users of the
facility. It is not encouraged that the first floor of the changing rooms is
used, with the exception of providing a private room for use by the
referee. A notice is put up on the stairs to advise of this.

Fire / Evacuation

In all cases the fire and evacuation procedures should be
obtained from the venue being used.

Issues relating to changing facilities are reported to the home
team. Club officials will determine if there is a health and safety
problem, and can determine if they should not be used, though,
it should be noted that the WC facilities are based in the facility,
and every effort should be made to enable continued access to
WC’s

Where can you play
The Frame Football Association has partner teams all over the UK and Ireland with
other teams starting up all around the world.
The Frame Football teams or Physical Disability Football Clubs offering training sessions
to players in frames are as follows.
For more information email richard@framefootball.com or call +44 (0) 7831 377451
All Star Soccer Academy, based in Eastbourne, Sussex, England
Coach Tim Brown - email: allstarsoccer@hotmail.co.uk
Training Sessions at the Causeway School, Eastbourne, East Sussex.
Basildon Soccability Frame Football Team, based in Basildon, Essex, England.
Coach Steve Branch - email: steve_branch@sky.com
Training Sessions at Basildon Lower Academy
Belfast Frame Football Team, based in Belfast, Northern Ireland
Coach Tim Wareing - email: timwareing@btinternet.com
Training Sessions at Loughside Recreation Centre
Bristol Frame Football Team, based in Bristol, Gloucestershire, England
Coach Nick Dewfall - email: nickdewfall@aol.com
Training Sessions at Action Indoor Sports.
CalmSoccer, Pan-Disability, Stockport, Cheshire, England.
Coach Steve Beswick - email: calmsoccer@hotmail.co.uk
Training Sessions and Tournaments at various locations
Chadderton Park Football Club, based in Oldham, England
Coach Jason Trickett - email: jason.trickett@ntlworld.com
Training Sessions at Chadderton Park Community Sports Club
Coundon Court Frame Football Team, based in Coventry, West Midlands, England
Coach Richard Seedhouse - email: richard@framefootball.com
Training Sessions at Coundon Court School.
CP United Football Club, based in North West, England
Coach Michelle Wilcock - email: michelle.wilcock@btinternet.com
Training Sessions and Tournaments at Partington and Walton (Liverpool).
Crystal Palace in the Community, based in Croydon, London, England
Coach Mike Burgess - email: MikeBurgess@cpfcfoundation.org
Training Sessions at Powerleague in Wallington
Escocia Frame Football Team, based in Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland
Contact richard@framefootball.com for further details.
Esker Celtic FC, based in Dublin, Ireland
Contact richard@framefootball.com for further details.

Feltham Bees, West London, England
Admin Caoimhe Patterson - email: framefootballlondon@gmail.com
Coach Ray Coleman - email: Ray.Coleman@felthamcc.org
Training Sessions at Feltham Community College
Flitwick Eagles, Flitwick, Bedfordshire, England
Coach Russell Shaw - email: russshaw1@ntlworld.com
Training Sessions at Bedford Athletic Stadium.
Frame Football Scotland, based in Glasgow, Scotland
Coach Steve Keenan - email: info@framefootballscotland.co.uk
Training Sessions at Firhill Complex, other teams starting across Scotland.
Kings Hill Frame Football Team, based in Kings Hill, Kent, England.
Coach Steve Branch - email: steve_branch@sky.com
Training Sessions at Kings Hill Sports Park.
Midleton FC, based in Cork, Southern Ireland (IFA, Dublin)
Contact richard@framefootball.com for further details
Middleton Rangers, Darlington, County Durham, England
Coach Chris thebe - email: chris.thebe@gmail.com
Training Sessions at Darlington College Sports Centre
Newcastle United Frame Football Team, Newcastle, Tyneside, England
Coach Reggie Dornan - email: Reggie.Dornan@nufc.co.uk
Training Sessions at the Walker Activity Dome
Portsmouth Disability Football Team, based in Portsmouth, Hampshire, England
Contact richard@framefootball.com for further details
Rolls-Royce Leisure Frame Football Team, based in Nottingham, England
Coach Jamie Brough - email: jamie.brough@rrleisure.co.uk
Training Sessions at Hucknall Rolls Royce Liesure
Scarborough Athletic Frame Football Team, based in Scarborough, Yorkshire, England
Contact Kevin Allen - email: kevin.allen@ych.org.uk
Training Sessions at Pindar Leisure Centre
South Tyneside Ability Football Team, based in Tyneside, England
Coach Justin Laidler - email: southtynesideabilityfc@yahoo.com
Training Sessions at Keelmans Way School.
Shrewsbury Town in the Community, based in Shrewsbsury, Shropshire, England
Coach Amy Edwards - email: amy.edwards@shrewsburytown.co.uk
Training Sessions at Shrewsbury Sports Village.
Yorkshire CP, based in Featherstone, Yorkshire, England
Coach Andy Millington - email: anfieldandy1@aol.com
Training Sessions at Featherstone Sports Complex.

We are also in discussion with other clubs in Brighton. Sussex, England
Oxford, England
Winchester, Hampshire, England
Worthing Town, Sussexx, England
Further afield we have teams in Brazil Frame Football Club, based in Brasilia, Brasil
Contact Isabela Amaral - email: belamaral@hotmail.com
Canada Frame Football Club, based in Whitby, Ontario
Contact Matthew Greenwood - email: MGreenwood@soccer.on.ca
Malta Frame Football Club, based in Loqu, Malta.
Contact Rita Darmanin - email: darmaninrita@gmail.com
We are also talking to parents, coaches and players in ASC Castellani - Athens,
Bucharest - Romania,
CIMB Pan-Disability Football Club, Malaysia
Palms of happiness - Ukraine,
Idaho - USA,
Therapies Unite - Mexico,
Turkey,
Get in touch as we have more teams, coaches and players starting every week. On the
next page you will find a Frame Football Association player registration form. All players
need to fill this in and we can add them to our register and keep them up to date with
all our regional and national events. Including the ones at St. George’s Park. Teams are
encouraged to also keep these as club registration forms.
All teams are also recomended to affiliate with their local Football Association

Frame Football Association
Player Registration:

CONSENT:

Valid: 1 st September 2015 – 31st December 2016

Firstly, Frame Football is a contact sport and Injury is always
a possibility. The Frame Football Association cannot be held
responsible for any such injuries caused through taking part
in games. In the event of an accident or emergency at any
of our events, we need you to give us permission for any
immediate treatment deemed necessary by a qualiﬁed ﬁrst
aider/medical practitioner.
Secondly, Frame Football is a unique, exciting and new
growing sport generating a lot of interest and publicity. We
therefore ask for your permission to use any photos, videos
or any other images taken of your child participating at our
events. These images could be used on our website, social
media and in any other promotional publications or
displays, printed or electronic and any other media we
might use in future.
Thirdly, the Frame Football Association may collect
information in relation to the player and parents/guardians
to enable them to eﬀectively administer matters to do with
the running of the sport. Such information may be used in
accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act
1998 (including release to third parties where necessary in
relation to the administration of the game, the wellbeing of
the players in the sport and to ensure compliance by the
player and parents/guardians within the rules of the FFA

Full Name:
Address:

Post Code:
Tel No.:
Date of Birth:
Age:
Email:
Disability

Are you registered at a club and if so which one?

Parent / Guardian / Emergency Contact:

First Name:

By signing the form below you agree to all our conditions of
consent for the named participant and they can therefore
be registered to take part in Frame Football.

Surname:

Please return to regsitrations@framefootball.com

Mr

Mrs

Ms

Miss

Other

Emergency phone no:
Email:
Players Signature

Other Medical Details:
Please note any other special requirements we
should be aware of e.g. asthma, allergies.

Parents / Guardian Signature (if under 18)

Date:

What if I want to start a Team or Club?
This is easy, get in touch very quickly, PLEASE!
email : richard@framefootball.com
Phone: Richard +44 (0) 7831 377451
We can then discuss the following To be a coach or manager of a team we will need you to hold a Level 1 coaching badge
with the FA and this should include up to date First Aid and Child Welfare Certificates.
The coach or manager should also have a current DBS certificate, we do not need an FA
certificate but any DBS clearance certificate which is in date and valid.
If this is all OK we then need to know if you are already involved with a local club or
disability team and if Frame Football can just bolt onto an existing program of football
provision in the community.
If not we will need to look for a local club to join as a team or we can try and run a
separate one as a single entity in which case we will need a venue sorting and costs
associated with that venue.
The club you set up will be responsible for the managing and funding of any training or
equipment as with any other grassroots football team or club.
It would be ideal if you were registered with the local county FA, we can help you with
all these requirements and even produce bespoke literature and posters along with
promotion on our facebook page and through other media channels.
Both your team and all its players will then have to register with the Frame Football
Association, the player form is on the previous page and the Club form is to be found on
the next page. All of the forms should then be sent to the Frame Football Association.
You will be helped every step of the way by an experienced coach and someone with
experience of setting up a team from scratch.

Frame Football Association
Club Registration:

Teams: if any

Valid: 1st September 2015 – 31st December 2016

Club Name:
Address:

Club Requirements:
1)
Each of your players is to be registered with the
Frame Football Association and have an up to date and
fully signed registration form.

Post Code:
Are you registered with the County FA & if so which one?

2)
Each of your teams is to have a registered head
coach and that designated head coach / manager should
hold as a minimum the Football Association Level 1
coaching certificate.

Club Contact:
Mr

Mrs

Ms

Miss

Other

3)
The head coach / manager should also have up
to date Football Association Child Protection and First
Aid certificates.

First Name:
Surname:
Emergency phone no:

4)
The football club should be registered with the
local county or country Football Association where
possible.

Email:

5)
The club is to adhere to the rules, regulations
and codes of conduct as laid down by the Frame Football
Association.

Date of Birth:

Head Coach:

By signing the form below you agree to abide by all our
club requirements for the named club and they can
therefore be registered to take part in Frame Football.

First Name:
Surname:
Emergency phone no:

Please return to registrations@framefootball.com

Email:
__________________________________________
DBS Number________________________________

Club Contact Signature

First Aid Certificate – Date_____________________
Child Protection Certificate – Date

_

Date:

Why should I join the Frame Football Association?
The Frame Football Association is the only organisation that works in partnership with
frame footballers, parents, teams and clubs to promote and grow the sport. This is
proven through our inception in June 2015 and the growth and presence of the sport
since then. By joining the Association players and teams are supported in a variety of
ways that lead to the provision of training sessions and games for as many players as
possible.
It has to be said that we also take players on crutches and those with more severe
physical issues where moving back to playing in a frame actually helps them play
football in a more even environment.
The FFA will produce promotional material on your behalf and actively use it to support
you or your team to encourage more players to join in and grow the team or club. We
have successfully arranged newspaper articles and radio interviews locally on behalf of
coaches or parents wanting to form teams.
We actively push and promote all our potential teams and clubs on social media. We
also allow managers, or an appointed club member, to become an administrator on
the FFA facebook page with full admin rights to post whatever they want to the largest
audience. We also have a closed group on facebook which consists of just the managers
and coaches and this is used to share ideas, drills, tournaments, arranging games,
sponsorship ideas and funding opportunities so all teams get the chance to play and
grow as much as possible.
The FFA is the governing body of the sport and we are the only organisation to arrange
tournaments both regional and national for Frame Football players and teams. We
maintain the rules and provide codes of conduct for players, spectators and coaches.
The FFA currently produce a bi-weekly email which is sent to all member clubs, managers,
coaches and in it we detail everything that has happened in the previous two weeks.
Nothing is excluded and everyone is kept informed and encouraged to come back with
any questions or ideas on improvements.
The FFA work with Football Associations around the world and county FA’s, locally in
England in a bid to promote and grow the sport.
The FFA are a non profit organisation and all the money collected goes back into the
sport, currently we have no paid staff anywhere in the organisation and we all work in
a completely voluntary organisation.
The FFA support all teams locally, if we receive funding opportunities that can be directed
to teams we will endeavour to do this. Our policy is to grow the teams and the clubs
first, the FFA will grow naturally from the growth of it’s registered teams and players.
The FFA - Stronger Working Together.

Sample Warm Up Exercises
Always check with the players and parents and
make sure any stretching meets the needs of
the players and is within the recommendations
of any physiotherapist.
It is recommended that any static stretches
are discussed with the players physiotherapist.
In an ideal world we would hope that the
physiotherapist could provide the player with
a simple list of appropriate example stretches
to help the player.
The Frame Football Association recommends
that the players physiotherapist is kept aware
of the players involvement in the game and
consulted with at all times.
The dynamic warm up should include some
slower kicking and jogging, identical to that
which will be undertaken at higher speed
during the game.

The Frame Football Association recommend
kicking, dribbling and jogging as part of
the dynamic stretching which we need to
undertake to raise the heart rate ready for
the games.

Frame Football Branded Clothing
We have to promote and raise awareness of Frame Football and in a way that we can
all join together and feel part of one big family.
To these ends we have created some Frame Football Association clothing.
They are available on our store front website
www.shop.spreadshirt.co.uk/framefootball
We have T-Shirt’s, Hoodie’s and even Bags. A small 10% profit is made and that money
goes into the Frame Football fund. This is a fund which we want to build up to support
and help our players buy new bespoke frames which are currently being designed,
tested and manufactured by Quest 88 our equipment partner.
Why not take a look, loads of styles and loads of colour options!

www.shop.spreadshirt.co.uk/framefootball

Helpful Drills

Pan Disability Inclusive Drill - Throwing Over Goals.
The coach stands behind the goal with a number of footballs. Each player in the teams
is given a number. When the coach throws the ball into the middle of the playing area
they call a number and the players from each team who are allocated that number run
out to try and compete to win the ball and score a goal for their team. Dependant upon
your teams and their abilities you may want a coach with each team to help the players.
How do we adapt for our pan disability sessions to include Frame Players?
Here we have a squad of multi ability players all inclusively split into four teams. But
the difference is they are split individually by numbers; see the player numbers 1 to
5in the diagram. If we split the players of each team into numbers by ability we can
have inclusive teams but with ability focused challenges. For example in this game
each number 1 player in the team is a Frame Football Player. Then the four number
two players are all players between 6 and 8 and using crutches. The number 3 players
are young boys with mild learning disabilities or mild hearing or mild visual issues
aged between 7 and 10. The number 4 players are CP players with medium lower body
disabilities and the number 5 players are both between 9 and 11 and have severe
learning difficulties and are kept involved by the use of a coach on each cornered cone
and team.
This is just an example of how you can split the players and still keep the teams fully
inclusive. You can also split the teams further having younger Frame players as one
number and older ones as another to make sure everyone is safe yet included.
We can even promote inclusion by getting the teams to cheer and shout for team
mates, use different colour cones to mark each team and get the players to shout the
team (cone) colour. This way whenever a number is called they are playing for their
INCLUSIVE team but against similar ability players in a much more focussed challenge.

Helpful Drills

Pan Disability Inclusive Drill - One v One.
The drill uses a square marked with disc cones. Two target goals are placed at either
end of the square and the players line up on either side ready to take their turn. To
begin the ball is given to one of the players at the front of their line. The coach shouts
the number and they both run out to play one on one trying to beat the opposing
player and score in the target goals opposite. The opposing player tries to tackle and
win back the ball so they can shoot and score. The team that shoots give the ball to
their opponents to start as the attacking player in the next game. The drill can then be
repeated. This drill has an added bonus for Frame players as it also teaches them how
to tackle one v one.
How do we adapt for our pan disability sessions to include Frame Players?
Here again we can have teams of multi ability players all inclusively split into two teams
and again they are split individually by numbers. This way you can have the same more
equally matched players competing against each other within the inclusive teams. Just
as in the last drill they compete individually but in a team drill, so the number 1’s could
be Frame players, the 2’s on Crutches and the 3’s ambulant. It is simply a way to match
by ability and is exactly what you do in mainstream drills to encourage competition.
Again we can promote more inclusion by asking players to shout and encourage their
particular team mates. It is a simple way of utilising existing drills but just tweaking
them to fit the needs of the team and the players.
We will take a look at another drill and dissect it and see what we can do to fit it into
pan disability football.

Helpful Drills

Pan Disability Inclusive drill - Shooting Challenge
Here we simply have lines of players by the coach waiting for their turn to run forward
competing with another player to score. So by looking at this drill we will see how easy
it is to add disabled children or pan disability players to a competitive drill
Firstly the players are paired so again we can put the into inclusive teams but ability
based pairs. Pair 1, could both be frames 2, could be crutches 3, could be ambulant 4,
could be mainstream players.
Look at the drills you know and use and just see how they can be adapted.
Simple drills like dribbling around cones or through gates are easily adapted by just
widening gates and increasing the pitch size so everyone has enough room to be playing.
Challenges can be ability focused with older or more able kids told to perform tricks or
extra skills between the easier tasks, like dribbling through a cone.
Frame players might be asked to turn with the ball or dribble all the way around a cone?

Helpful Drills

Pan Disability Inclusive 4 a-side Game - 1v1 Game
In this game we have 4 players spread around the pitch just as they would be in a
normal 4 a-side game. We have a striker, two wingers and a defender.
How do we adapt for our pan disability sessions to include Frame Players?
We have added some extra marker cones which effectively give the wingers an area
to play in all along the side of the pitch and by using this and the half way line we can
effectively partition the pitch. We can then add the rule that each player has to stay in
their own zone, the wingers on each side and the defenders and strikers should stay in
their own half of the pitch. This effectively gives four 1v1 scenarios which can be used
to pair up the players by ability, speed in a frame.
To better promote passing and to encourage the less able players and teams on the
ball, the wingers are only allowed into the opponent’s half of the pitch when either A)
they have the ball or B) when a team mate has the ball in the opposing half. This means
when the defending team has the ball in their own half there should be a simple pass
to one of the wingers with no other player around them. This will promote passing and
1v1 play. At goal kicks the opposing team’s striker should also move back to the half
way line before play can begin. This game could also be played with goalkeepers.
As the game promotes 1v1 you can also introduce different abilities of players in each
zone, able bodied, crutch, ambulant. The players can then be rotated into the different
zones to try the different positions.
If you have a player who has a particular difficulty we can add the ability of the coach to
call free time, or name it after a local or international player, for example “Messi time”
and then whichever player has the ball cannot be tackled and they are free to dribble
forward and effectively have a free shot at goal
We just need to think about the players and their abilities and needs, If you want more
info email richard@framefootball.com

Frame Football Association
Parents and Players
If you are unsure if you should get involved with Frame football either as a new coach /
manager starting a new team or if you are having second thoughts about bringing your
child along, take a look at these comments. Here are some of the emails and posts on
our facebook page that we think sum up the worth and importance of our new game.
“Big thank you for the welcome we received today. Ethan rarely sees any children in
frames and today was fantastic. I honestly didn’t think he would join in but the coaches
there were brilliant. He is so proud of his medal. One of the first he has had that isn’t
linked to bravery at hospital! Keep up the good work and hopefully more frame users
will join the Yorkshire CP club so he can get same buzz every week! I will be telling our
child development centre about it so they can let anyone else know.”
“We had a great time on Sunday. The atmosphere was brilliant, seeing the kids enjoying
themselves, so confident, simply enjoying a game of football on a level that’s probably
not been possible before. Keep going, we will do what we can to support you!”
“7 years ago I got told my perfect precious little 6 month old baby would ‘Never walk,
never run & never kick a ball’ .... Every single day since then I have fought to prove that
Dr wrong. All because of you (our fab coaches who give up their time to help ) my little
7 year old is in a football team with his mates & just for once he is exactly the same as
everyone else doing something us parents had only ever dared to dream of. His medal
from the weekend is his pride & joy. I can’t express enough what you have done so far
for our kids & us as parents Please don’t give up.”
“Quality well done everyone connected with allowing our youngsters to play the beautiful
game with a frame.”
“All I can say is wow !!! After a week of unfortunate news our silver lining was today. Proud
humbled and very emotional. Exciting times a head for these boys !!! #framefootball
#proud #rollsroycefootball #coundoncourtfc a big thank you to family and friends for
coming and to all the coaches !!”

The Frame Football Association
Development Plan - 1st December 2015
Grow Social Media:
By giving more people access to the social media site we can increase the number
of posts. We need to empower the parents / managers etc. to make more of them
confident enough to post.
We also need a website which needs to be in place mid-2016.
Grow Teams / Clubs:
Produce Handbook to empower parents / coaches to take on leading roles in the sport
and to grow awareness and confidence so clubs and teams can be set up. The handbook
should combine empowerments and awareness through photos and positive comments
coupled with practical information on the sport.
Increase links with current pan-disability teams, especially those at grassroots rather
than elite levels to try and convince them to take Frame Players.
More effort to go into a push into all other types of media including newspapers and TV.
Launch Frame Football Association clothing line, to get the logo noticed and promote
discussion around the game.
Funding:
The Frame Football Association should have a separate bank account to the current
Coundon Court FC account by end of 2016.
To increase participation and move away from NHS frames we need to undertake a
huge push in funding to buy dedicated Football Frames. This will be achieved through
local club funding and grant applications.
The Frame Football Association will however begin a new crowd-funding venture which
is to be launched over Christmas to catch 1st January 2016 New Year resolutions and
possible extra funding. Rewards are to be assessed for donations.
Increase Staff:
We need more experienced people with a proven record of achievement within the
sporting and disability sectors to help us understand what we need to do and how we
can achieve it. All staff are to be volunteers. We should use contacts to find more like
minded people to help.
Grow Links:
The Amputee Football Association and the adoption of their rules for Crutch Football
Anyone interested in getting involved and helping with clubs, teams or the day to day
running of the Frame Football Association should email richard@framefootball.com

WHATS ON IN 2016 !

WHATS ON IN 2017 !

Want to Know Everything That’s Going ON?
Find us on Facebook just like 3500 other people, www.facebook.com/FrameFootball

Find us On Twitter where we have just started to promote the sport, @framefootball

Partners of the Frame Football Association

Quest 88 are an equipment partner. They have been working with players from the
Frame Football Association to help develop a bespoke Football Frame “Game Frame” to
be used in our games. Quest 88 have partnered with other companies, charities and
universities in the project and the Frame Football Association players have taken an
active role in the testing and development stage of the project. All the information and
prices for the new “Game Frames” can be found on the back pages of this manual.
Quest 88 make all types of Equipment check out their website www.quest88.com
Head Office and General Sales
Quest 88 Limited
Aston Street
Shifnal
Shropshire
TF11 8DW
Telephone: 0844 800 8886 (local rate)
Email: sales@quest88.com

A Smile for a Child are a funding partner. They have donated money to fund some of
the bespoke Frames and are key to the growth of the Frame Football Association and
the tournaments we can run around the country. Visit their website as there is always
something going on. Their website is www.asmileforachild.org
A Smile for a Child
Main Office
Mr. Chris Read.
31 Coronation Street,
Barnard Castle,
County Durham,
DL12 8DG.
Tel : 07904 448296
Email: asmileforachild@btinternet.com

Frame Football Association - Codes Of Conduct
Coaching Staff
1.
This code of conduct applies to all the coaching staff, which includes managers,
coaches and any other team officials or representatives.
2.
Coaches must respect the rights, dignity and worth of each and every person and
treat each equally within the context of the sport.
3.
Coaches must place the well-being and safety of each player above all other
considerations, including the development of performance.
4.
Coaches must adhere to all guidelines laid down by the Football Association and
the Frame Football Association
5.
Coaches must develop an appropriate working relationship with each player based
on mutual trust and respect.
6.

Coaches must not exert undue influence to obtain personal benefit or reward.

7.
Coaches must encourage and guide players to accept responsibility for their own
behaviour and performance.
8.
Coaches must ensure that the activities they direct or advocate are appropriate
for the age, maturity, experience and ability of the players.
9.
Coaches should, at the outset, clarify with the players (and, where appropriate
the parent) exactly what is expected of them and also what they are entitled to expect
from their coach.
10. Coaches must co-operate fully with other specialists (e.g. other coaches, doctors
and physiotherapists) in the best interests of the player.
11. Coaches must always promote the positive aspects of the sport (e.g. fair play)
and never condone violations of the Laws of the Game, behaviour contrary to the spirit
of the Laws of the Game or relevant rules and regulations or the use of prohibited
substances or techniques.
12.

Coaches must consistently display high standards of behaviour and appearance.

13.

Coaches must not tolerate inappropriate language.

14. Coaches should know and understand the rules of all competitions, tournaments
and leagues in which they enter their teams.

Frame Football Association - Codes Of Conduct
Players
Your Obligations To The Game
1.
Make every effort to develop your own sporting abilities, in terms of skill, technique,
tactics and stamina.
2.
Give maximum effort and strive for your best possible performance during a
game, even if your team is in a position where a desired result cannot be achieved.
3.
Set a positive example for others, particularly younger players.
4.
Avoid all forms of unsporting-like behaviour and time wasting.
5.
Always have regard for the best interests of the game, including where publicly
expressing an opinion on the game or any aspect of it.
6.
Do not use inappropriate language.
Your Obligations To Your Team
1.
Make every effort, consistent with fair play and the laws of the game to help your
team win.
2.
Resist any actions or comments, which might be seen to bring your commitment
to your team into doubt.
Respect The Laws Of The Game
1.
Know and abide by the laws and rules of the game and play in the spirit in which
they were intended.
2.
Accept success and failure, victory and defeat, equally.
3.
Resist any temptation to gain an advantage from banned or illegal techniques,
tactics or substances.
Respect Your Opponents
1.
Treat opponents with due respect at all times, irrespective of the result of the
game.
2.
Safeguard the physical fitness of opponents. Avoid violence and rough play. Be
respectful of injured players.
Respect The Match Officials
1.
2.
3.

Accept the decision of the Match Official without protest.
Avoid words or actions, which may mislead a Match Official.
Show due respect towards all Match Officials.

Respect Team Officials
1.
2.

Abide by the instructions of your coach and team officials.
Show due respect to the opposition’s coach and their team officials.

Respect Supporters
1.

Football is a spectator sport. Show due respect to all supporters.

Frame Football Association - Codes Of Conduct
Parents and Supporters
1.
This code of conduct applies to all family and friends of the players and any other
supporters attending games. Its primary purpose is to regulate their behaviour as a
spectator.
2.

Avoid coaching any child, including your own, during the game.

3.

Applaud the opposition as well as your own team. Good play deserves praise.

4.

Enjoy the game and keep a proper perspective.

5.
Control your own emotions; your goals and needs are not the same as your
child’s.
6.

In all cases respect the referee’s decision.

7.
Give attention and encouragement to all of the children involved in football not
just the most talented.
8.

Encourage other parents and spectators to follow this code.

Always be aware that you have a great influence on a child’s enjoyment and ultimate
success in football. All children play football because they first and foremost love the
game – it’s fun.
When watching a game remember that:
A)

Positive encouragement will contribute to:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Children enjoying football.
A sense of personal achievement.
Self-esteem.
Improving the child’s skills and techniques.

B)
Your expectations and attitudes have a significant bearing on a child’s attitude
towards:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Other players.
Officials.
Managers.
Spectators

